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The rapid increase in the population, which has been concentratedmainly in urban
areas, has caused an environmental imbalance over the years since the built
environment developed as a foreign element to the ecosystem, which prevents
having resilient environments capable of adapting to the challenges posed by
climate change. This research aims to provide an updated knowledge base of bio-
inspired strategies emulated in hot and humid climates to achieve an efficient built
environment, restoring resources, and bringing nature closer to cities. A
systematic review is conducted based on keyword selection to answer i) what
has been achieved in built environments to be more efficient and sustainable
(including tropical climates) and ii) how natural patterns, strategies, andmodels are
mimicked. Implementing these strategies is very little in regions with hot and
humid climates. Bio-inspired approaches are concentrated in those that try to
emulate the functions of nature, followed by approaches that imitate the form of
nature, biomimicry, and biomimetics being the most used approaches, leading to
the development of efficient and resilient cities.
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1 Introduction

In recent years the world has experienced a rapid increase in population, absorbed
mostly in urban areas, and according to the UN-Habitat report (Judith Oginga, 2022), it is
estimated that by 2050 70% of the population will live in cities. As cities are the main habitat
of human beings, they depend to a large extent on the resources of their environment, and
their development over the years has caused an environmental imbalance because a large
part of the buildings was built as elements foreign to the ecosystem (Othmani et al., 2022),
which prevent having resilient environments incapable of adapting to the challenges caused
by climate change, improving human wellbeing, biodiversity and resource recovery.

To repair environmental damage caused by urbanization processes, solutions that
provide a balance for both nature and society begin to be implemented. Consequently,
the concept of nature-based solutions (NbS) was mentioned for the first time in 2008 by the
World Bank and officially established in 2015 by the European Commission (Sowińska-
Świerkosz and García, 2022), which defines it as actions inspired, supported, or copied from
nature, while the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) defines it as
“actions to protect, sustainably manage and restore natural or modified resources”
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(Matthews et al., 2022). Recent research raises this concept of
bringing nature to cities and emphasizes that its application is
not limited to the restoration of biodiversity; its benefits extend
to social and economic levels.

It is argued that nature-based solutions contain a series of
objectives focused on mitigation and adaptation to climate
change and that in the last 15 years, their application has been
inserted in the design of buildings and urban spaces: what we know
as the built environment (IUCN, 2020a), and these applications
range from creating green areas to counteract the high temperatures
caused by the urban heat island (UHI) effect, and using natural
materials. However, there exists a debate in the literature on what
types of interventions can be considered NbS.

That is why recent studies (Sowińska-Świerkosz and García,
2022) address this research gap to clarify doubts about the criteria
that must be considered to identify those solutions based on nature
and that effectively comply with those mentioned in the Global
Standard of the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) (IUCN, 2020a), published in 2020, it consists of eight
criteria (IUCN, 2020b) (Table 1).

Consequently, the primary aim of NbS is to assist in reaching
society’s development objectives while preserving human wellbeing
in alignment with cultural and societal principles. NbS also seeks to
boost the resilience of ecosystems, their ability to regenerate, and
their capacity to provide essential services (IUCN, 2016). The eight
process-oriented Criteria address the key design and future

TABLE 1 Criteria considered to classified solutions as nature-based (IUCN, 2020b).

Criterion Description

c1 Effectively address societal challenges The purpose is to ensure that Nature-Based Solutions (NbS) are designed in response
to social challenges identified as priorities by those directly affected by them. All
stakeholders, especially rights holders and beneficiaries of NbS, must participate in
the decision-making process used to identify the prioritized challenge (s)

c2 Design of NbS is informed by scale The purpose is to promote Nature-Based Solutions (NbS) designs that acknowledge
the complexity and uncertainty present in dynamic landscapes and seascapes. It
emphasizes considering scale not only from a physical and geographic perspective
but also from economic, policy, and cultural viewpoints

c3 NbS results in a net gain to biodiversity and ecosystem integrity Nature-based solutions (NbS) rely on ecosystems for their goods and services,
making ecosystem health crucial. Biodiversity loss and changes in ecosystems can
harm their functioning and integrity. Therefore, NbS design and implementation
should not harm the ecosystem’s integrity but rather aim to improve its functionality
and connectivity. This approach can also enhance the long-term resilience and
durability of NbS

c4 NbS are economically viable This Criterion highlights the need to thoroughly evaluate the economic viability of
an intervention during its planning and continuous monitoring during
implementation. To ensure the sustainability of Nature-Based Solutions (NbS), it’s
crucial to place significant emphasis on economic factors. This entails finding a
balance between long-term benefits and short-term costs, with short-term actions
being developed in the context of long-term objectives and plans that may span
across generations

c5 NbS are based on inclusive, transparent, and empowering governance processes This criterion requires NbS to actively involve and address the concerns of various
stakeholders, especially those with rights, in order to improve sustainability and gain
social acceptance, as effective governance arrangements have demonstrated their
ability to achieve both objectives

c6 NbS equitably balance trade-offs between achievement of their primary goal(s) and
the continued provision of multiple benefits

Trade-offs in land and natural resource management are unavoidable, as ecosystems
offer various benefits valued differently by different people. However, this Criterion
necessitates NbS proponents to recognize these trade-offs and employ a fair,
transparent, and inclusive approach to manage them over time and across different
areas. This involves open negotiations among affected parties to compensate for any
negative impacts on local opportunities and livelihoods, forming the foundation for
successful and sustainable NbS outcomes

c7 NbS are managed adaptively, based on evidence This Criterion insists that NbS implementation plans should incorporate measures
for adaptive management in response to uncertainty and as a means to leverage
ecosystem resilience effectively. Ecosystems are inherently uncertain due to their
complex, dynamic, and self-organizing characteristics. However, this inherent
uncertainty also means that ecosystems possess greater resilience, providing a
broader array of options to address unforeseen social, economic, or climate-related
events

c8 NbS are sustainable and mainstreamed within an appropriate jurisdictional context This Criterion mandates that NbS interventions must be planned and overseen with
a focus on long-term sustainability while also considering and aligning with sectoral,
national, and other policy frameworks. To mainstream NbS effectively, strategic
communication and outreach efforts are essential. This includes targeting various
audiences, such as individuals (the public, academics), institutions (national
governments, businesses, organizations), and global networks (Sustainable
Development Goals, Paris Agreement), to ensure widespread adoption and
integration of NbS principles
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implementation considerations that an intervention must meet to be
classified as an NbS. These Criteria align with a project management
cycle, emphasizing the importance of looking beyond the project’s
specific location and timeframe. They also underscore the necessity
of practicing adaptive management because NbS design relies on a
theory of change that inherently includes assumptions to be
validated during implementation.

Otherwise, approaches inspired by nature have been present in
many fields, including architecture and urban planning, with bionics,
biomimetics, and biomimicry being the three bio-inspired design
approaches commonly referred to. Bionics as a general terminology
began to be implemented in 1958 by Jack Steel as a combination of
biology and technique; it focuses on the mechanical abilities of nature,
extracting its physical principles as inspiration for developing a
technical design. However, the practice of it can lead to
unsustainable solutions since it does not consider the interaction of
these solutions with sustainability (Landrum and Mead, 2022).
Meanwhile, through understanding and analysis, biomimetics
transfers characteristics, qualities, and systems from nature to the
artificial environment (Urdinola-Serna and diseño, 2018). The term
biomimetic, which comes from the roots bios (life) and mimesis
(imitate), dates to 1969, thanks to the biophysicist and engineer
Otto Schmitt, and focuses mainly on imitating nature, both the
application and in form. Finally, biomimicry was defined by Benyus
in 1997 as the science that imitates the models of nature and that, in
turn, uses an ecological standard that measures its interaction with the
environment, which takes it one step beyond bionic and biomimetic,
worrying about sustainability in its application (Landrum and Mead,
2022).

1.1 Approaches in biomimicry design

In the biomimicry design process, a bidirectional method is
applied and consists of two approaches (Bader et al., 2021;
Chayaamor-Heil, 2023; Urdinola-Serna and diseño, 2018):

• Problem-Oriented Approach: In this approach, designers first
identify the goals and parameters of the problem they are
addressing. Afterward, they search for solutions in the plant or
animal kingdom that can be applied to that specific problem.

• Solution-Oriented Approach: This approach is carried out by
individuals with scientific knowledge who seek potentially
relevant applications for design. In other words, they focus
on identifying principles, behaviors, or functions that are
relevant in organisms or ecosystems and can be useful in
solving a design problem.

1.2 Levels in biomimicry design

Biomimetic design can draw inspiration from nature at three
distinct levels: organism, behavior, and ecosystem (Bader et al., 2021;
Chayaamor-Heil, 2023):

• The organism level involves imitating specific plants or
animals, which may encompass replicating either a part or
the entirety of the organism.

• The behavior level entails mimicking the behavior of a living
being, potentially translating an aspect of its actions and how
they relate to a broader context.

• The ecosystem level focuses on emulating entire natural
ecosystems and the underlying principles that enable them
to function effectively.

According to the literature (Mirniazmandan and Rahimianzarif,
2017), 5 sub-levels are proposed for imitation, which are: form,
material, construction, process, and function. Three key dimensions
are also mentioned to abstract the idea of nature: imitation,
emulation, and inspiration (Oguntona and Aigbavboa, 2023a).

Another approach that involves the relationship between nature
and the morphology of the building is biophilia, which, although not
considered within the framework of bio-inspired solutions, shares a
paradigm shift in our relationship with nature (Chayaamor-Heil,
2023). Keller and Edward Wilson define biophilia as the human
inclination to affiliate with nature, this behavior has been present
during most of the history of our species as we develop biologically
in the adaptive response to natural forces. As indicated by the book
The Practice of Biophilic Design (Calabrese, 2015), it can be said that
biophilic design seeks to address the deficiencies that exist in
modern constructions that prevent establishing that connection
with nature, that is, the biophilic design aims to create a good
habitat for people as a biological organism in the modern built
environment, and is governed by certain basic principles:
Environmental features, natural shapes and forms, natural
patterns and processes, light and space, place-based relationships
and involved human-nature relationships.

Although Nature-based Solutions harness the capabilities of
operational ecosystems as a form of infrastructure to offer
natural services that promote the wellbeing of both society and
the environment, it is important to note that nature-derived and
nature-inspired solutions are distinct from them. Nature-inspired
solutions are distinct from Nature-Based Solutions as they do not
rely on operational ecosystems (IUCN, 2020b).

Bio-inspired solutions are part of the nature-inspired solutions
(NiS) that encompass creative approaches to designing and
producing materials, structures, and systems that draw
inspiration from biological processes in nature, as seen in
Figure 1. For instance, biomimicry involves studying and
emulating strategies observed in the natural world to address
various challenges (IUCN, 2020b).

The difference between nature-inspired and bio-inspired is
clearly highlighted in Figure 2. This scheme visually illustrates
the hierarchy of concepts in the field of nature-inspired design.
“Nature-Inspired” serves as the epicenter, dividing into two main
branches: “Nature-Based” and “Bio-Inspired.” The first, “Nature-
Based,” is portrayed as the fundamental root, connecting directly
with the essence of nature. The “Bio-Inspired” branch delves into
more specialized terrain, dividing into three key subcategories:
“Bionics,” “Biomimetics,” and “Biomimicry.” Each of these
subdivisions is represented as specific branches exploring the
application of biological inspiration in different fields.
Consequently, we have “Biologically-Inspired Design,” manifested
in creativity and innovation in solutions influenced by biology.

Nature operates in a balancedmanner to promote life and optimize
the use of resources and energy. Consequently, bio-inspired models
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must carefully consider the quality and quantity of materials, as well as
the processes involved in the design and production of objects and
technologies (Urdinola-Serna and diseño, 2018). As indicated in the
literature, the rationale behind sustainability in the construction
industry is to focus on ecological conditions to achieve a built
environment with the best attributes that reduce the adverse impacts
of the sector (Austin et al., 2023) and suppose the construction industry
has been largely responsible for the disconnection that exists with
nature. In that case, identifying those bio-inspired strategies that create
resilient environments is of great help (Pearlmutter et al., 2020).

This document seeks to investigate the influence of bio-inspired
solutions on the built environment, assess the extent of their impact,

and analyze the strategies applied in regions characterized by hot
and humid climates. To address this research inquiry, a
comprehensive review is conducted to delineate the challenges
encountered by urban areas. Subsequently, the various bio-
inspired strategies are elaborated upon, culminating in the
analysis of case studies specific to hot and humid climatic
conditions.

By addressing the question of the influence of existing inspired
solutions on the built environment, this project provides a current
overview of their application in regions of hot and humid climates.
This improved understanding helps identify strategies that can be
implemented in cities with similar characteristics and problems to

FIGURE 1
On the left, an example of NbS is shown, aimed at sustainably protecting, managing, and restoring the modified ecosystem at the landscape scale,
effectively addressing both human wellbeing and nature conservation while meeting established criteria. On the right, is an example of a nature-inspired
solution from biological aspects that solves specific problems in the built environment.

FIGURE 2
Complexity and interconnection among the terms “nature-inspired,” “nature-based,” and “bio-inspired” as per their epistemology, based on (Austin
et al., 2023; Bianciardi et al., 2023; ISO, 18458, 2015).
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achieve environmental balance, adaptation to the challenges of
climate change, and resource recovery. To the best knowledge of
the authors, the novelty of this review is highlighted in the discussion
section where only real case studies are analyzed based on purpose,
NbS criteria, and NiS.

2 Methodology

The methodology employed focuses on finding relevant
scientific documents related to the main topic via keyword
combination by following the flow path presented in Figure 3.
The databases explored were Google Scholar and ScienceDirect.
Given the objective of the present review study, the keywords used
respond to: i) what has been achieved regarding built environments
to be more efficient and sustainable, using nature-based inspiration,
under hot and humid climates, including tropical climates. and ii)
how natural patterns, natural strategies, and functions are
mimicked.

1. Only open-access documents.
2. Only studies that follow a scientific method, excluding gray

literature from the case studies.
3. Only studies that achieve the implementation phase, especially

real cases of success.

This search strategy yielded 169 documents with few studies
regarding tropical climate, however, only a list of 52 documents were

used where only six real case studies were found. Figure 3 shows the
overlay representation of the keywords found in all documents based
on their co-occurrence. The color code represents the year of
publication of the document. Among these documents, the
keyword “biomimicry” (light green) appeared 12 times, followed
by “sustainability” (green) with 11 occurrences, and “thermal
comfort” (blue) and “energy efficiency” (purple) with the same
occurrence of six.

By analyzing Figure 4, the “built environment” has been a
subject of interest for past years as well as “energy efficiency” in
buildings. However, documents in 2020 shifted from including such
terms as keywords to using “urban ecosystems,” “green
infrastructure,” “climate change adaptation,” and “circular
economy.” With this, the sustainability concept appeared to be
the focus of research in buildings. In the transition of 2020-2021,
inspiration in nature has been studied for applications under
tropical climates, such as in (Austin et al., 2020), where
documents used keywords such as “biophilia” and “nature-based
solutions.” In 2021-2022, the terms “biomimicry” and “bio-inspired
design” were included as keywords showing researchers focused on
nature relations with architecture and building design for achieving
sustainability, particularly in such a climate, such as in (Solano et al.,
2022).

Figure 4 also shows that currently, nature continues to be a
source of inspiration for building designs, particularly at the
envelope level with adaptive characteristics (e.g., materials), with
the purpose of sustainable development in the built environment for
tropical climate.

FIGURE 3
Flow path employed for keyword combination strategy for documentation searching. The keywords chosen were combined into the following:
(“Nature based inspiration” OR Biomimetic OR Biomimicry OR “bioinspired” OR “bio-inspired” OR “nature inspired”) AND “Built environment” AND (“Hot
climate”OR “humid climate”OR “Tropical climate”OR tropics) AND (experimental OR real OR “case study”). This keyword combinationwas accompanied
by the following criteria to choose among the documents found.
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This document is structured as follows: problems and challenges
faced by cities, nature as a model in the built environment design,
and we will analyze real case studies that have been developed in hot
and humid environments. For that, we will summarize the key
principles of biomimicry life, which help classify bio-inspired
solutions. Furthermore, we will assess these solutions to
determine if they also align with the criteria for nature-based
solutions (NbS).

3 Problems and challenges of cities

Huge swaths of land have been destroyed and replaced by man-
made systems, be it agricultural, industrial, or urban activities operating
differently from nature (Dicks, 2023). The conservation of the natural
environment has always been seen for most of the twentieth century as
an obstacle to development, and not recognizing that nature is a
fundamental part of human existence leads us to scenarios where
the loss of biodiversity prevents us from using the resources it offers
us to solve the social challenges attributed to climate change, food
security, and disaster risk reduction (IUCN, 2020a). Cities were not
prepared or planned to face global challenges, as mentioned in the
World Cities Report 2022 (Judith Oginga, 2022), listing a series of key
ideas where the emergence of urbanization as a megatrend intertwined
with existential challenges is highlighted, where resilience building is
critical for urban areas to be prepared for dynamic and unpredictable
futures.

Moreover, research related to NBS in the built urban
environment (Pearlmutter et al., 2020) identifies the main

challenges facing urbanization and growth of cities, highlighting
the high energy consumption of buildings for their operation and
which is directly related to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, the
production of construction materials, the reduction of green spaces
by built surfaces, either by buildings or by the extensive areas
covered by non-permeable pavements, which interrupt the
natural cycle of ecosystems, creating stressful microclimatic
conditions due to the increase in temperatures and that lead
society to depend on refrigerated indoor spaces and avoid
outdoor pedestrian activities.

Cities located in humid and warm regions present even greater
challenges due to their geographical conditions, coupled with the
fact that most human settlements were developed in areas vulnerable
to the dangers caused by climate change, such as rising sea levels,
coastal storms, extreme heat, floods, and droughts, which at the
same time cause negative social, ecological, and technical impacts
(Hobbie and Grimm, 2020).

Therefore, it is vital to achieve sustainable development within
urban areas that focus on solving those most frequent challenges and
needs, implementing actions that are respectful of the environment,
and promoting the efficient use of resources with a view to a clean
and circular economy.

4 Nature as model in the built
environment design

Nature has always been a source of inspiration for architecture,
creating various bio-movements through the historical period, from

FIGURE 4
Overlay visualization map of research trends over past few years based on keyword co-occurrence. Keyword occurrence threshold is two with full
counting method.
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Gaudí’s biomorphic architecture to Santiago Calatrava’s
contemporary architecture; both are influenced by forms found
in nature. However, there is a trend for an interdisciplinary
design that seeks not only inspiration in free aesthetic forms but
also those biological inspirations that minimize the use of natural
resources and the carbon footprint, which makes it sustainable
architecture that responds to the change of an industrial era to
the ecological era of humanity (Dixit and Stefańska, 2023). The
adaptability of nature to different environmental changes has been
well reported in the literature (Jamei and Vrcelj, 2021), and as
mentioned in (Wu et al., 2020), one of the main purposes of using
bio-inspired designs or designing with nature is to restore the
patterns of the environment, and landscape that, in turn,
converts the built environment into efficient cities with low
carbon production and resilient. Such is the case of China, which
has implemented sustainable ecological development in cities in the
last 50 years; they are ecological cities that restore the ecosystem and
integrate into it, focusing on five elements: energy, food, transport,
waste, and water.

Bio-inspired concepts in the design of the built environment
have manifested themselves in different ways, highlighting in the last
decade, “Biomimicry” that has been applied in almost all modern
designs, and where nine characteristics have been identified: i) Form
and Function, ii) Geometry, iii) Metaphor, iv) Material, v)
Movement, vi) Pattern:, vii) Proportion, viii) Sustainability, ix)
Technology (Ferwati et al., 2019). According to (Oguntona and
Aigbavboa, 2023b), by perceiving nature as a mentor, the natural
ecosystem and organisms are constantly consulted as a rich database
and a source of innovative ideas for inspiration, emulation, and
imitation. Consequently, by using these three key dimensions in
developing the built environment, environmental degradation and
exploitation level is bound to decrease significantly (Oguntona and
Aigbavboa, 2023a).

4.1 Bio-inspired solutions for sustainability
and innovations

It is widely accepted that nature is a library of solutions to those
problems related to sustainability, which is why bio-inspired designs
have gained popularity within the construction industry, added to
technological advances, allow having natural systems of lighting,
ventilation, water, electrical supply, and other design principles
that include the adaptation of buildings to changing environmental
conditions (Bayhan and Karaca, 2019). For its part, it is mentioned
that the recent approaches that have evolved from the bio-inspired
framework are biomimetics and biomimicry. These two approaches
share the same scientific method, involving interdisciplinary design
activities and transdisciplinary collaboration between architects,
biologists, and related disciplines (Dixit and Stefańska, 2023).
Based on the need to be able to identify the different adaptations
of organisms and the way to apply them in the designs, frameworks
are created that allow exploring the analogies based on the problem,
such as Biomimicry 3.8 (Stevens et al., 2021), Design and Intelligent
Laboratory, Plant Biomimetic Group, and the State-Action-
PartPhenomenon-Input-oRgan-Effect (SAPPhIR) model and The
Thermo-Bio-Architectural Framework (ThBA) (Imani and Vale,
2022).

4.1.1 Buildings and architecture
Imitating the functional aspects of living systems allows us to

reduce the main environmental impacts of buildings, which focuses
on optimizing energy use (Uchiyama et al., 2020). Seen in this way,
at the architectural level, the design concept of most of the projects is
inspired by the shape and behavior of animals, whether terrestrial or
aquatic, with adaptations focused on the conditions of the outside
world, while, in other projects, the source of inspiration is more
related to plants and their different ways of reacting to the extreme
weather conditions of our planet (Jamei and Vrcelj, 2021).

The facade or envelope of buildings is the most critical energy-
regulating component. It is the first defense of the interior
environment with the exterior environment (Abdel-Rahman,
2021; Faragalla and Asadi, 2022), so it is evident that it is one of
the main problems addressed. For this reason, researchers are
increasingly interested in developing Biomimetic facades to make
them multifunctional and adaptable throughout the day. An
example of this can be found in the District 3 office building in
Dubai, where the principle of biomimicry inspired by the
chameleon’s skin pattern was considered, with hexagonal shapes
on the building’s façade that mechanically adapt to the passage of the
sun to control internal temperature (Eid et al., 2021).

Recent investigations have shown that a facade that can achieve
versatile climate control significantly reduces the ecological
footprint. This is from multilayer skins that provide independent
optical responses, inspired by certain organisms such as squid and
chameleons, thus achieving a large area optofluidic platforms for use
in buildings, whose simulation to regulate optimum degrees of total
light transmission, NIR light transmission, and visible light
scattering in response to fluctuating solar conditions, can achieve
savings of 75% in heating energy, 20% in electric lighting and 43% in
total operating power (Kay et al., 2023).

4.1.2 Materials
The implementation of new materials has always been strictly

related to the emergence of new technologies and progressively
efficient systems; however, studies show that nature has found a way
to overcome the most diverse problems through the evolution of
sophisticated structures, which in most are possible thanks to the
combination of two or more materials as in a natural compound
(Boaretto et al., 2021). According to (Srinivsan, 2020), bio-inspired
materials used in construction can be categorized into four primary
groups:

1. The utilization of natural materials in the manufacturing process,
with an emphasis on improved recycling and imitation.

2. Incorporating the structural properties of natural materials.
3. Emulating the functions of natural organisms.
4. Replicating biological processes found in nature.

Bio-inspired material for recycling can be further divided in
bioplastics, which are environmentally friendly, and bio-composites,
which combine natural and synthetic materials (Srinivsan, 2020),
and they have a hold promising potential for a range of applications
in the construction and building industry, including their use in
formwork, decking, doors, and walls (Tiwari et al., 2011).

Materials that mimic the micro and macrostructures or patterns
of organisms can exhibit in load-bearing behavior, which enhances
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the strength and durability of construction materials and thermal
behavior, influencing how materials respond to temperature
changes, a key example is clay bricks inspired by termite
mounds, where the need to obtain construction materials that
respond to climatic factors, availability, and cost, makes clay one
of the most used materials in mainly developing countries in tropical
and semi-arid regions (Sanga et al., 2022). On the other hand, the
materials that imitate organism functions have spurred the creation
of smart materials. These materials serve various purposes,
including temperature and movement control, self-maintenance,
and vibration resistance. They are also instrumental in designing
waterproofing and water harvesting systems. Finally, the materials
that mimic biology can be classified into two closely related
categories: Growing materials, which can regenerate or repair
themselves over time, and reproductive materials, capable of
producing new materials or structures (Srinivsan, 2020).

Biomimicry primarily focuses on imitating natural processes and
structures at both micro andmacro scales. Nanotechnology is a form of
biomimetic design that operates at the nanoscale, that is why, in recent
years, extensive research has been carried out to discover new methods
to achieve an effective self-healing material along with the durability of
cement-based materials inspired by the mechanisms of the human skin
and tissues. Consequently, the development of self-repairing concretes
based on nanomaterials constitutes a great advance in the sustainable
development of the near future (Shah andHuseien, 2020). Similarly, it is
indicated that research associated with creating bio-inspired self-healing
materials has increased remarkably, related to improvements in process
optimization, resource conservation, and waste reduction (Speck and
Speck, 2019).

4.1.3 Sustainable development and urban green
spaces

In the urban context, it is mentioned that many cities have invested
in improving urban ecosystems, adopting nature-based solutions to
cope with climate change (Pineda-Pinto et al., 2021). Therefore,
different concepts based on NBS have been implemented, such as
urban ecosystem services, green-blue infrastructure, ecological
engineering, among others, where the benefits of implementing
these elements inspired by nature are highlighted to mitigate
problems in urban areas that have affected the ecosystems product
of these anthropogenic activities (Kabisch et al., 2022). Recent research
investigates the links between urban challenges and nature-based
solutions, where 18 urban challenges for sustainability and resilience
and 58 sub-challenges are identified, 50% associated with issues on the
built environment, physical health, green and circular economy,
management of materials, and solid waste. However, it is argued
that NBS should be applied differently in all regions. Rather they
should be sensitive to both the socio-spatial context and the urban
challenges of the place (Babí Almenar et al., 2021).

Urban design is perceived as a complex system that needs bio-
inspired solutions at the system level, which can integrate the built
environment, considering that recent global changes are driving the
path towards sustainable development that includes rating schemes,
adjustments in building codes, and government policies. Such bio-
inspired approaches at the systems level are being more recognized
at the public and private levels, where this type of innovation has
been launched, and new frameworks are now emerging that support
biomimicry design at this level (HayesHaye et al., 2019).

4.2 Bio-inspired solutions for human
wellbeing

With the development of cities, the alteration of natural systems
has been affected, which is why the application of biophilic design to
reconnect nature with the built environment was born as a solution
that brings benefits such as promoting health, fitness, and wellbeing
of people as a biological organism, implementing three types of
experience that represent the basic categories of this strategy
(Calabrese, 2015) Figure 5 shows the three kinds of experience of
nature representing the basic categories of the biophilic design
framework. These include the direct experience of nature, the
indirect experience of nature, the experience of space and place,
and the different patterns of each one.

The initiative to implement these qualities on a larger scale
applied to the urban environment resulted in the creation of the
global network of biophilic cities in 2013, whose vision is to integrate
nature, flora, and fauna together with the built environment, thus
forming a natural environment with unique qualities (Amat et al.,
2020). On the other hand, research classifies the biophilic design
application scale into three levels: Building scale, District and
neighborhood scale, and city scale (Andreucci et al., 2021).

As a result, on the one hand, it is mentioned that its
implementation improves climatic and microclimatic conditions
in cities, as well as the interior comfort of buildings (Calabrese,
2015; Amat et al., 2020). On the other hand, it is indicated that using
evidence-based biophilic policies and designs at the scale of
buildings, neighborhoods, and cities to link our daily lives with
biodiversity can foster a sense of place and make environmental

FIGURE 5
Experiences and attributes of biophilic design.
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action more meaningful (Andreucci et al., 2021). This is how it is
evidenced that biophilic design is more complex and richer than the
mere application of vegetation in buildings; by encompassing
different types of nature, from physical, sensory, metaphorical,
morphological, and material to spiritual (Zhong et al., 2022).

5 Real-world case studies in the hot and
humid climate

5.1 The Lavasa Hill Project, Maharashtra,
India (hot and rainy)

Lavasa is a planned city surrounded by mountains in
Maharashtra state in India’s Mumbai-Pune region that originally
had a humid atmosphere and a deciduous forest. Part of it has been
re-designed using the Ecological Performance Standards framework
devised by Biomimicry 3.8, where the design approach finds its
whole inspiration from the local organisms and monsoon
ecosystems to resolve sustainable urban design challenges (Table 2).

The design problem was related to the deforestation of Lavasa
using the slash-and-burn method due to monsoon rains in the area
causing soil erosion for 3 months each year.

The first step of the Lavasa ecosystem-level biomimetic process
was to identify six essential ecosystem services (water collection,
solar gain, water filtration, evapotranspiration, carbon sequestration,
and nitrogen and phosphorus cycling), for the site’s ecological
functioning rendered by the local forest that was relevant to the
development of the urban project in the area, engaging urban
designers and ecologists, conforming the HOK Architects and
Biomimicry 3.8 design team.

The team aimed to design an urban plan that could rebuild these
ecosystem services while simulating local ecosystem functions. Part
of the technical solutions applied were rooflines that were designed
to create wind turbulence that helps release some of the monsoonal
water back into the air as evaporation; green roofs to produce slow
water flows; colossal revegetation using hydroseeding; infiltration
swales; dams to store rainwater, pavement that permit water to

permeate back into the ground and to build foundations that adhere
the hillsides. These solutions contributed to reducing soil erosion
(an identified local major issue), reducing the overall ecological
impact of the loss of existing forests due to building environment-
caused land-use change by recreating ecosystem services and water-
related ecosystem processes through mimicking strategies seen in
the local ecosystem (Othmani et al., 2022; Blanco et al., 2021).

5.2 Eastgate Centre, Harare, Zimbabwe
(sub-tropical highland climate)

The Eastgate Center is a shopping mall located in central Harare,
Zimbabwe, designed by Mick Pearce to be ventilated and cooled due to
the hot temperatures in Harare. The design approach found its whole
inspiration in the termite mound, where the objective is to mimic its
architecture, using the same techniques to develop a self-cooling system
(Table 3).

The design problem was related to the hot temperatures of the
zone which became the major issue during the design process of the
Centre because it would cause the use of air conditioning. Taking
this problem, the designers and the architect implemented a
biomimicry solution to reduce the possible costs of keeping the
building’s internal temperature. In that way, researchers looked to
African termite self-cooling mounds. These ecosystems do not
present any air conditioning or heating system. The project
works passively cooled. Eastgate Centre only uses 10% of the
energy essential of a similar commonly cooled building, and
when it is actively cooled, the center consumes 35% less energy
to keep the same temperature as a conventional one (Othmani et al.,
2022; Nkandu and Research, 2018).

5.3 Sahara forest project Qatar, Tunisia, and
Jordan (hot and arid climate)

The Sahara Forest Project is an environmental solution designed
to utilize deserts, saltwater, sunlight, and CO2 to produce water,

TABLE 2 Case study analysis of the Lavasa Hill Project.

What do you want to solve? Rainwater management and erosion control

Biomimicry level Organism Behavior Ecosystem

x

Biomimicry sub-levels Form Material Construction Process Function

x

Key Dimensions Imitation Emulation Inspiration

x

Purpose Sustainability Regenerative

x

Pinnacle Monsoon ecosystems and organism

What we learn? Projects that utilize ecosystem-level biomimicry to create regenerative effects often continue to have a deficiency in
incorporating strategies concerning both the biological and abiotic components of these ecosystems. Comparing these
strategies against the NbS, it can meet criteria 1,2 and 3
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food, and clean energy, where the principal concept is to develop an
infrastructure for bringing saltwater inland. The Sahara Forest
Project aims to produce electricity from solar power and operate
energy-efficient- and water-efficient saltwater-cooled greenhouses
for growing high-value crops in the desert and revegetating desert
lands. Designers chose the Namibian fog-basking beetle as
inspiration for its design.

The design problem is because these countries have no fresh
water for agricultural activity (Table 4). In that way, researchers
found that the Namibian fog-basking beetle has its way of
adjusting its body temperature by accumulating heat by day
and collecting the water droplets formed on its wings by the
fog and evolving its fresh water in a desert. The greenhouse
design mimics this mechanism to combat climate change in this
type of weather. It has three core components that drove its
design: the principal one being creating a saltwater-cooled

greenhouse, technologies for desert vegetation, and
concentrated solar power (CSP) (Othmani et al., 2022).

5.4 Office building for D3, Dubai (hot and
desert climate)

The chameleon biomimetic office building is a proposed urban
project that won the first prize in a mixed-use office building
competition carried out in 2015 in Dubai (Eid et al., 2021) that tries
to provide a variety of zones and spaces that provide for and develop a
more pleasant, and engaging, and healthier workspace. After analyzing
the project location and utilizing biomimicry, WWF architects chose
the chameleon as inspiration for its design due to this specimen can
adapt to climatic conditions by changing its color to white during the
day to reflect the sunlight and regulate its body temperature (Table 5).

TABLE 3 Case study analysis of Eastgate centre.

What do you want to solve? Ventilation and cooled due hot temperature of the zone

Biomimicry level Organism Behavior Ecosystem

x

Biomimicry sub-levels Form Material Construction Process Function

x x x

Key Dimensions Imitation Emulation Inspiration

x x

Purpose Sustainability Regenerative

x

Pinnacle Termite mound

What we learn? The bio-inspired solution successfully achieved passive cooling for this project, using only 10% of the essential energy of a
similar building. However, this solution primarily benefits the energy savings of the structure itself, thus meeting only a
few requirements within the criteria of Nature-Based Solutions (NBS): 1 and 2. Nevertheless, its implementation proves
effective in addressing the challenges faced by warm climate regions for building cooling and urban heat island prevention

TABLE 4 Case study analysis of Sahara forest project.

What do you want to solve? Lack of water for agricultural activities

Biomimicry level Organism Behavior Ecosystem

x

Biomimicry sub-levels Form Material Construction Process Function

x

Key Dimensions Imitation Emulation Inspiration

x

Purpose Sustainability Regenerative

x x

Pinnacle Namibian fog-basking beetle

What we learn? This project presents an innovative solution that addresses the restoration of forests and simultaneously provides a means
for cultivating vegetation in arid desert regions. This approach offers a sustainable source of essential resources such as
food, water, and energy in world regions facing severe resource constraints. Overall, this level of biomimicry has been
shown to produce significantly enhanced positive effects, thereby meeting NbS criteria 1, 2, 4, and 6
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Related to the design concept, they applied a series of hexagonal
shape units in the building facades inspired by the chameleon skin
pattern covered with self-cleaning fabric. These units can
mechanically adapt them to the sun’s trajectory to control
internal temperature, closing to reflect the unsought heat from
the sun and opening to permit more daylight when required.
These parameters must be set because the sun’s path is the
inconstant angle between sun rays and the horizontal plane.
That’s why, when the angle is about 15° or less, it closes to deter
sun rays; when the angle is about 85° or more, the facades open to
gain sun rays (Eid et al., 2021).

5.5 Rain gardens, Colima, Mexico (warm and
subhumid climate)

Colima is a Mexican state in constant growth, leading to the
degradation of the ecosystems. In the last years, the areas of
imperviousness have increased due to construction that evokes a
gray landscape and reduces the natural stormwater runoff and the
areas of infiltrations for the aquifers which promotes flooding problems
(Table 6). To combat these problems, designers have developed rain
gardens, a drain urban system with absorbent layers in the soil, which
accelerate the infiltration velocity, retaining and infiltrating rainwater.
They should also have plants and shrubs from a pollinator garden. The
generated design has applications for different types of permeable soils.
This Project is a clear example of nature-based solutions and was
developed in six stages:

• Conceptualization
• Technical, constructive, and urban environmental approach
• Pilot project
• Monitoring and evaluation of the pilot project
• Urban scale and finally, management model

With integrated urban planning, the impacts of climate change
can be mitigated and harmonized with current needs (Indira et al.,
2022).

5.6 The Esplanade Theatre, Singapore
(tropical climate)

The Esplanade Theatre project is a cultural complex comprising
four theaters, a concert hall, a library, a trade center, and various
restaurants. The architects aimed to establish a versatile venue
capable of accommodating a wide array of artistic styles from
both Eastern and Western traditions, catering to Singapore’s
diverse multi-ethnic community. The primary objective was to
create a design that harmoniously bridged the past and future,
seamlessly fusing state-of-the-art technology with the local
cultural context. This vision influenced the architectural concept,
which drew inspiration from the intricate shells of sea urchins and
the distinctive appearance of the durian fruit, a tropical Asian
delicacy known for its yellow, spiky exterior.

The design’s sunshades found their inspiration in the durian’s
protective spikes (Table 7). These sunshades, which serve to shield
against excessive sun exposure, mimic the durian’s natural defense
mechanisms and are a distinctive feature of the Esplanade Theater’s
design. Constructed from aluminum, these shades not only offer
practical sun protection but also evoke a sense of tranquility
(Srinivsan, 2020; Minsolmaz Yeler and Yeler, 2017).

6 Discussion

The adoption of nature-inspired solutions, especially bio-inspired,
is a prevailing approach in architecture and various scientific disciplines.
Among these, biomimicry stands out as a leading methodology,
consistently delivering outstanding results in addressing sustainability
challenges. As mentioned, biomimicry is a concept that draws
inspiration from nature and has been advocated as an optimal
solution for resolving conflicts between nature and human activities.
It asserts that nature provides exceptional and definitive responses to
sustainability challenges. Consequently, architects have embraced
biomimicry approaches in their designs to minimize the negative
impact of buildings on the environment and achieve overall
architectural sustainability (Mirniazmandan and Rahimianzarif, 2017).

TABLE 5 Case study analysis of Office Building D3.

What do you want to solve? Adapt to climatic conditions, to control interior temperature and daylight transmission

Biomimicry level Organism Behavior Ecosystem

X

Biomimicry sub-levels Form Material Construction Process Function

X X

Key Dimensions Imitation Emulation Inspiration

X

Purpose Sustainability Regenerative

X

Pinnacle the chameleon’s skin pattern

What we learn? Encompassing the chameleon’s physical characteristics and behavior is likely to be the most effective in achieving the
goals within the built environment. By merging these elements, we can unlock a greater potential for innovation and
transformative solutions that can benefit a wide range of applications
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Among the main findings, we have little implementation of bio-
inspired solutions applied to tropical climates, hot and humid
climates. This was also found in (Shashwat et al., 2023) about
energy efficiency in the built environment, where all studies
implemented the biomimetic-based approach in the tropical
climate. Overall, results showed a significantly higher focus on
the building scale than the urban scale, where NbS are primarily
studied for cooling purposes rather than heating.

However, real-scale applications are limited (Shashwat et al.,
2023). The fewest real-scale applications are in tropical climates,
with only six found here, the Lavasa Hill Project (urban scale)
(Zhong et al., 2022), Eastgate Centre (building scale) (Nkandu and
Research, 2018), Sahara Forest Project Qatar (building scale)
(Othmani et al., 2022), Office Building for D3 (building scale)
(Eid et al., 2021), Infiltrates gardens (urban scale) (Indira et al.,

2022), and The Esplanade Theatre in Singapore (building scale)
(Srinivsan, 2020). In contrast, most studies are conducted from a
dynamic simulation evaluation at both building and urban scales:
the Old-town in Panama City (Austin et al., 2022) using
Designbuilder for assessing the cooling needs reduction
implications of implementing biomimetic-based roof coating
(urban scale), and the heat island effect reduction using ENVI-
met (Araque et al., 2021). Moreover, the study of sustainability
improvement at the city scale using biomimetic approaches
(Quintero et al., 2021), where regenerative indicators are
proposed, and the proposal of a biomimetic-based energy storage
system evaluated under a tropical climate dynamic (Cedeño Quijada
et al., 2022).

Figure 6 is introduced to visualize the resource, idea, and
solution flows among the six case studies analyzed using

TABLE 6 Case study analysis of Rain gardens.

What do you want to solve? Flooding problems

Biomimicry level Organism Behavior Ecosystem

x

Biomimicry sub-levels Form Material Construction Process Function

x x

Key Dimensions Imitation Emulation Inspiration

x x

Purpose Sustainability Regenerative

x

Pinnacle Natural ecosystem: water filtration and retention processes

What we learn? Rain gardens replicate natural water filtration and retention processes, resembling how natural ecosystems manage water.
They capture and treat rainwater, reducing runoff, erosion, improving water quality, and recharging aquifers. In essence,
rain gardens mimic nature’s sustainable water management. This solution is closer to nature-based solutions andmeets all

of their criteria

TABLE 7 Case study analysis of The Esplanade Theatre.

What do you want to solve? Reduce heat exposure

Biomimicry level Organism Behavior Ecosystem

x

Biomimicry sub-levels Form Material Construction Process Function

x

Key Dimensions Imitation Emulation Inspiration

x

Purpose Sustainability Regenerative

x

Pinnacle Durian fruit

What we learn? This natural-inspired solution creates a comfortable environment for users in the context of Singapore’s climate. They
offer protection from the heat by allowing daylight to penetrate while preventing excessive heat buildup inside the
structure. This not only enhances comfort but also leads to a significant decrease in the use of HVAC systems, resulting in
a substantial 30% reduction in energy costs. Additionally, the integration of these features results in a 45% decrease in the

usage of artificial lighting and maximizes natural ventilation, making the building more energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly. Comparing these strategies against the NbS, it can meet criteria 1 and 6
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biomimicry criteria, as presented in Tables 1–6, each corresponding
to a specific case. Notably, in this Sankey diagram, the width of the
connections serves as a visual indicator of the magnitude of these
flows. Consequently, the diagram features four primary columns.
The first column signifies the initial level of biomimicry
classification, followed by the second column indicating the sub-
levels of biomimicry embraced by each case. The third column
represents the key dimensions involved, culminating in the fourth
column, which outlines the utmost intended objectives.

It is worth noting that the ecosystem level, involving the
imitation of processes and functions, was the most frequently
applied approach, with the primary goal of achieving
sustainability in most of the case studies. In contrast, strategies
inspired by the organism level remained less commonly utilized.
Likewise, the objective of implementing regenerative solutions in the
built environment was found to be limited, with only one case study
fitting within this category. This objective was more prominently
observed in projects based on nature-based solutions.

Among the case studies with a regenerative purpose, they
covered NbS criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6, but only one case study
with a sense of sustainability covered all NbS criteria.

The most addressed criteria are 1 and 2, which effectively
address societal challenges, and the design of NbS should be
informed by scale, respectively. These two criteria englobe
somewhat all sustainability pillars but focus mainly on welfare
and the environment.

The economic pillar, NbS criterion fourth, is far less addressed.
Similarly, criterions 5, 7, and 8 impose challenges beyond the scope of
most case studies found due to these NbS complexity, especially at the
urban scale, as they require stakeholders’ involvement, measurement,
and policies, respectively, to ensure the effect of the Nbs in the long
term. In this regard, an organization such as the ISO, through its TC 26
(ISO/TC 266, 2023), is directing efforts to bring together stakeholders
and policies, standardizing definitions, and methods.

Finally, the analysis of such real case studies presented here
evidences the efforts still required to develop both NbS and NiS in

such climates fully but also brings forth the complexity and
workload demand that an eight-criterion-NbS embraces to
achieve sustainability. Focusing on nature to get inspiration for
solving human technical problems is insufficient as even more
complex problems, such as sustainability, involve economics,
politics, and subjectivity (e.g., human behavior and emotions).
This may require a reinvention of the anthropogenic itself even
to succeed in the NbS criteria fully. The aforementioned discussion
highlights the novelty of this review.

7 Conclusion

The significant impact of human activities on the natural
environment and the urgent need for sustainable development in
urban areas to address the challenges posed by climate change
highlights the importance of recognizing nature’s vital role in
human existence.

Research on Nature-Based Solutions (NBS) in urban
environments reveals the major challenges cities face, such as
high energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, loss of
green spaces, and stressful microclimatic conditions. These
challenges are even more pronounced in humid and warm
regions, where cities often lie in vulnerable areas susceptible to
climate change-induced hazards. NBS should not be applied in the
same way in all regions, rather they should be sensitive to both the
socio-spatial context, climate specific, and the urban challenges of
the place. Findings showed a substantial lack of implementation of
bio-inspired solutions applied to humid and tropical climates,
compared to continental and temperate climates. However,
among such implementations found, biomimicry and
biomimetics stand out as the most used approaches, which leads
to sustainable development.

Bio-inspired design, including biomimicry, emerges as a
promising approach to creating efficient and resilient cities while
minimizing environmental impact, promoting resource efficiency,

FIGURE 6
Sankey diagram to link the real case studies with the different biomimicry levels, biomimicry key domains, purpose, and NbS criteria.
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and contributing to a clean and circular economy. Bio-inspired
concepts have gained traction in modern architectural design,
drawing inspiration from nature’s forms, functions, materials,
and sustainable principles. By looking to nature as a mentor and
learning from its adaptability, the built environment can be
developed more harmoniously and sustainably, reducing
environmental degradation and resource exploitation.

Finally, a paradigm shift is needed toward ecological
development and greater integration with natural ecosystems in
urban planning and design. By embracing nature’s wisdom and
applying bio-inspired concepts, urban areas can become more
resilient, energy-efficient, and environmentally friendly,
contributing to a sustainable and healthier future for humanity.
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